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Specially designed to parallel the material in Maternal-Child Nursing, 4th Edition, this user-friendly

study guide provides valuable review of essential concepts and skills. Hands-on learning exercises

and practical activities allow you to apply your knowledge to real-world scenarios.Learning

exercises include multiple-choice, matching, true/false, and review questions, as well as case

studies, critical thinking activities, clinical learning exercises, and key concepts.Active learning

approach helps you understand complex processes, improve skills performance, and develop

critical-thinking and clinical decision-making skills. Completely updated content matches the

textbook and provides a comprehensive review of essential maternal-child concepts and skills.
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I use this book to help study for all my tests. Would prefer if it had more multiple choice type review

questions. You get about 9-15 per chapter. I also like having rationales for my multiple choice

review questions and this doesn't have them. There is some matching and fill in the blank type

questions for each chapter also. I don't really use those as much but they are there if that's how you

like to study. It really has helped me study for tests so I would recommend it. The book that goes

with this study guide also has an Evolve password in it and I go on their website to take practice

tests also.



Worth the money...goes along perfectly with the book...long explanations for case studies helps you

understand the content more! I would recommend this book to all nursing students who are reading

the textbook that goes with this study guide book.

Happy

Shipping and everything was great, however the book in general is poorly written and instructors

have been trying to get the book changed to something that better suits the class.

Wish I had not bought this. My professors test questions were nothing like the ones in this book.

Unfortunately, the textbook does not have review questions so I thought this book would help. You

are better off getting the Pearsons review and rationals for peds by Hogan which I highly

recommend

The answers are all in the back, which is nice but it's almost an inconvience to add onto your

workload. The workbook was packaged properly and came on time. There was no damage to the

book. My suggestion would be to talk to your instructor if you need to get this book.

I like a little bit more of an NCLEX format, but this works. It mostly has short answer questions, but

there are some multiple choice and matching quesitons.

This study guide has not proved to be very helpful. I wold like more nclex style questions, this book

has a lot of short answer type questions. not impressed.
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